My Pokémon

Pick one Pokémon, draw a circle around the number, and tell your partner the number, not the letter. Your partner will guess the letter.

My Guesses

I am looking for Pokémon number ________. (Your partner tells you this number; you guess the letter.)

You and your partner should take turns guessing where the other Pokémon is hidden. Each time you make a guess, write the letter here.

1. ______  6. ______  11. ______  16. ______  21. ______
2. ______  7. ______  12. ______  17. ______  22. ______
3. ______  8. ______  13. ______  18. ______  23. ______
5. ______  10. ______ 15. ______  20. ______  25. ______

How many guesses did you use? ________ Did you use an algorithm to help you guess? What was it? 26. ______